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Abstract: The paper describes the style characteristics of office products and the 
concept of emotional design. With the increasing of domestic demand for office 
products, it constantly bring forth the new through the old in terms of design. Good 
office products in the design of innovative and more attention should be paid to the 
following three aspects, harmonization design, new high technology, reasonable 
man-machine, and humanization design. Meet the needs of the office products will not 
only bring convenience to people but also bring pleasure to the boring office life. 
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1. Introduction 
 
In the context of closer cultural and economic exchanges in twenty-first Century, office 
products in the context of integration of culture and Humanities, through some 
superficial phenomenon, this paper concludes the following reasons of office products 
design concept, namely, the product's high technology content, humanization design 
and reasonable man-machine is the foundation of the products.  
 

2. The Impact of Culture on Office Products 
 
Countries of Asian share a common ancestor and some interlinks in culture. China, 
having excellent cultural tradition, is one of the representatives of Asia's oriental 
civilization. Similarly, subjecting to positive infection in this powerful culture 
atmosphere, Our designers have implemented the essence of our native culture into 
design works by paying attention to sedate, generous, clean and neat design, and this 
culture is also reflected in the design of a variety of products. It is because of the 
combination of product design and Chinese culture, so that the product has a greater 
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breakthrough in the semantic level, It is not only the product which bring convenience 
to people, but also a kind of cultural heritage in a certain sense. 

In recent years, with the rapid development of stationery and office supplies 
industry , office products in the continuous upgrading of the premise, its technical 
content and quality has been greatly improved. Designers in the design of products 
also pay particular attention to the product of cultural background, strong ethnic 
characteristics , high contents of science and technology, and with exquisite 
comprehensive man-machine consideration. This is also the reason why China's office 
products are now able to stand in an invincible position in the case of multinational 
competition is particularly fierce. 
 

3. Harmony Design of Office Product  
 
Today's office products are not only easy to use, but also pay more attention to the 
harmony between people and products, Thus, in the design requires the integration of 
processing technology, materials, and other factors, according to ergonomic principles, 
products and people's physical features and psychological characteristics of 
coordination, the key design in the course easy to get, well placed, easy to use and the 
use of the psychological experience, to make the product scale appropriate thickness 
appropriate, the mechanism of natural, material suitability and so on.  

This is single product itself of parts, components that constitute the system of 
coordination, including shape, size and connectivity between each other, which also 
contains the line style between parts, proportions and color matching, the efficient 
operation and utilization of products lie in the balanced system constituted by products’ 
parts and components.  

Office products design in dealing with products and products elements of the mutual 
relations, so that the various opposing factors obtained in the dynamic balance 
between development and will have differences, and even contradictory nature of 
complementary factors fusion, constructed as an organic, harmonization of the whole 
people is to maximize the capabilities to meet the dual needs and emotions. Followed 
by the single relationship between products and other products constitute coordination. 
Environment here refers to the subject or to accept the design aesthetic of the main 
consumer, the consumer activity or activities in which the aesthetic space, including 
natural and social environment. Product should change with changes in the 
environment. Thus, there is a general home living products, leisure and entertainment 
places, hotels of luxury products, and tourism sites to commemorate the products. 

To begin with, coordination and social environment, Picasso once said: The artist 
must know how to make people believe that the true hypocrisy. The ancients used to 
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write, sculpture poetry, drawing, such as pine, bamboo, plum and flowers, grass, 
animals like the pattern in the apparatus,  the product of cultural sublimation of the 
soul, people revel in the poetic response caused by the human environment, Back to 
the imaginary real. Besides, it is the coordination with the natural environment. Ecology 
is a common problem facing us. It is obligations and responsibilities of stylists to design 
products with considerations of sustainable development, which is shown in the advent 
and use of products using solar energy. 
 

4. The Humanization Designing 
 
Every country has its own culture and customs, if you don't understand ethnic cultural 
characteristics, cultural differences, not to study psychology and sociology, you can 
hardly work out designs of such public facilities or popular products which conforms to 
humanistic environment and humanization. Besides understanding of product 
functions, the more important is to understand its cultural implication and ethnic 
customs. China is a country with rich ethnic customs, so if we consider the integration 
of national characteristics in product design, it will become a widely acclaimed 
products. 

Product design from the needs of the people, should be “people-oriented”, if 
combined with the design, or there will be two meanings. First, the human based; 
second is the face of the audience, based on human beings, the meaning of a certain 
extent, also contains the meaning of the first point. Good "people-oriented" design is to 
meet the basic physiological and psychological needs of people, people can not help 
saying that the original design can be so simple. In the actual product, for example, this 
design experience is often reflected on the choice of materials is more comfortable, the 
appearance of the product is more convenient and practical, can achieve some kind of 
emotional resonance. 

Take the example of the city life, convenient and accessible traffic is based on the 
traveler; the ecological environment is based on the occupants; the comfortable seat, 
high and low desk is suitable for the office worker. A people-oriented product design, 
it is not a utilitarian pursuit of wealth, but the pursuit of emotional satisfaction on the 
user, how to make them feel convenient , safe, comfortable, fast. 

Emotional concept of office product. 
As is known to all, shape, color, texture and function are the most basic elements to 

constitute a product. These elements are like language of product, which enables 
products to communicate with users through this special language, thus forming a 
complete product image in users' mind. In the process of communication between 
people and products, often the most direct form is through vision and touch, therefore, 
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office products appeal language received by people can also be divided into touch 
appeal and visual appeal. 

The visual appeal is an appeal language intending to show the essence of products 
through visual elements such as sculpting, color and material. Tactile interest is an 
appeal language intending to perform the features of products through tactile 
elements such as product material and using methods. 

Office product exists in specific forms and the process of product design can also be 
regarded as a process of form creation. Form design of appeal products often shows 
some natural forms through techniques and methods such as personification, 
exaggeration, permutation and combination, thus giving out a new psychological 
feeling. As to the form design of appeal product, it usually has a general design 
characteristic. Cartoon product design is a complex cartoon styles, it is a kind of special 
design method with comic curve, abrupt fantasy and publicize appeal life. It brings the 
enjoyment life attitude of people into product forming style. At present, there are a lot 
of products with cartoon characteristics image, they are unique and eye-catching. 

Color design is indispensable part in the process of office product development, with 
color design being more important in interesting office product designs. Carolyn 
Bloomer, a visual art psychologist of American thought that: "Color can evoke people’s 
different kinds of emotions and feelings, and even influence our normal physiological 
feelings". Indeed, reasonable and ingenious match color for products could stimulate 
consumers to buy, Therefore, color design is an important point in the design of office 
products. 

Besides configuration and color, material is also an essential element for performing 
visual appeal language of office product. But being different from the former two, 
interest language of office product material largely comes from tactile experience of 
people. The blend of vision and touch gives people colorful emotional experience in the 
process of using. For example, wood material and cloth material warm and comfortable 
feelings. Metal material and glass material, remind people of romantic and elegant 
feelings. This is the emotional association property of material. Applications of office 
products of different materials, emotional inclinations are more or less considered. 
 

5. New High Technology and Reasonable Man-Machine  
 
Technical innovation and new products development as well as the application of new 
high technology are driving forces of economic development in modern society. The 
fact shows that only the technology progresses are taken as the foundation of surviving 
and developing, product design level can be improved, and then gain the superiority in 
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the fierce competition. The new high technology will also become inevitable in the 
future product design. 

Ergonomics, a great subject, is designed to serve people. The Ergonomics design is 
a very important subject on industrial design research, following the whole evolution 
process of design. Track and optimize ergonomics are in new office product project. 
That is people-centered including traditional design of the ergonomics with the 
physiological and physical scale the sensory comfort but also the spiritual needs. We 
can all call to mind hundreds of products we experience daily that do not meet with the 
minimum criteria in terms of ergonomics, sustainability, or even production rationality, 
so the designer should consider its sustainable development and the rationality of 
production to further support the evolution of product design. 

Design aspects specified by the office products designer may include the overall 
form of the object, the location of details with respect to one another, colors, textures, 
sounds, and ergonomics, designer considers the following two aspects, physical 
ergonomics and psychic ergonomics. The study of physical ergonomics is in relation to 
one's working environment. It is concerned with human anatomy, human metrology, 
physiology and physical activity. Related topics include the work posture, manual 
transmission, repetitive movement, sports activities, site layout, lighting equipment, 
heat and acoustics environment, etc. The research of psychological ergonomics is in 
relation to one's psychological environment. It includes understanding, cognition, 
memory, reasoning and emotion. The relevant topics include communication, spiritual 
workload, cognition, policy, skilled performance and human-computer interaction, 
human reliability, working pressure, training, cultural differences, attitude, fun and 
exciting, etc. 
 

6. Conclusion 
 
Office products are close to people life. People are not only in using a function, but also 
feeling a kind of emotion, enjoying a joy. Life design, emotional design, fashion design, 
innovative design and brand design, all these features complement with each other.  

In order to make the product be accepted by the masses . Product design should be 
based on the combination of high technology and high quality principles , binding the 
principle of high-tech and high-quality, Engineers carefully choose high quality parts to 
guarantee 100% qualified products by intensifying careful design, careful work and 
strict inspection. Outstanding quality and reasonable man-machine of products are the 
foundation of smooth sale, therefore products will be favored by the masses. 

Using products to convey emotions, with emotional acceptance of products！ 
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